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WHETHER or not you 
feel ready for a new 

phase of your life, it seems the universe 
considers it the right time. It’s as if you’re 
being ushered towards a doorway, and it’s 
clear you can step through it if you desire. 
One part of your old routine is wearing thin. 
It hasn’t lost its appeal entirely, hence your 
possible reluctance to move on just yet. But 
you’ll need to embrace big changes. Mars’ 
coming opposition with Saturn is urging 
you to overcome your reluctance and move 
on to a new destination, sooner rather than 
later. !"#$%&'"$&(#$&)$*&('$+"",-$./$*&('$
01#"2#3$4/56"7#83$)&('5%4/(#"$)&'"912#3$#8"'"$
42$"/9&('1:4/:$/"+2-$;100$<=<>$?@A$@><A-

FEW questions 
have only one 

answer. Unless, that is, they’re mathematical 
questions. Numbers are fairly consistent and 
reliable. Most of the time, they do exactly 
what they’re supposed to. But people and 
ideas rarely relate quite so closely to the 
concepts of ‘correct’ and ‘incorrect’. Most 
destinations can be reached by several 
routes. And most events can be explained by a 
choice of theories. Be wary now of absolutes 
and definites. This New Moon, what you’re 
looking for is an understanding, not a formula. 
B1,"$#8"$%&2#$&)$*&('$&77&'#(/4#4"2-$C&('$
01#"2#3$4/56"7#83$)&('5%4/(#"$)&'"912#$
'"D"102$4/274'4/:$/"+2-$;100$<=<>$?@A$@><E-

MARS is still in 
your sign, and 

will oppose Saturn in the early part of next 
week. This increases the influence and 
importance of the power planet. And  
with the New Moon in your sign, linked to 
Pluto, you can continue to make exciting 
discoveries about your power between now 
and then. So why worry and why hurry? You 
feel there’s so much you must accomplish, 
yet fear you are wasting time. But you’re 
doing something significant. Stay motivated, 
but don’t give in to a sense of stress. F&0D"$
7'&G0"%2-$H12"$#'&(G0"2-$I4/6$2&0(#4&/2J$$
./$*&('$01#"2#3$)&'"912#3$*&(K00$6429&D"'$
2&%"#84/:$D"'*$8"07)(0-$;100$<=<>$?@A$@><L-

‘I WALK in 
shadows, 

searching for light. Cold and alone, no 
comfort in sight . . .’ These sad words are from 
a classic Motown song. How can we not feel 
sympathy for the person articulating this 
lament? Yet most of the great performers 
who covered this tune have enjoyed huge 
career success. Indeed, we could argue the 

answer to the question ‘What becomes of the 
broken-hearted?’ is that they end up doing 
very well for themselves! No matter how your 
heart is feeling, that’s a point worth keeping 
in mind. M(27494&(2$104:/%"/#2$4/242#$:&&6$
#4%"2$%(2#$9&%"$2&&/-$N"1'/$%&'"$4/$*&('$
01#"2#$4/56"7#8$)&'"912#-$;100$<=<>$?@A$@><O-

FOLK who try to be all 
things to all people end 

up meaning little to anyone. Eventually, 
they compromise their personal integrity.  
I say this because I know you’ll understand. 
It’s not the kind of error you are likely to 
commit. You’re very consistent about your 
beliefs and attitudes, although you do have 
a personality trait that can be almost as 
problematic. That’s your tendency to want 
to do all sorts of things for all sorts of 
people. As Mars soon opposes Saturn, you 
can be a hero, even if you hold a little back. 
P/&+0"6:"$42$7&+"'-$I4/6$&(#$8&+$#&$#1,"$
)(00$16D1/#1:"$&)$*&('$12#'&0&:4910$122"#2$4/$
*&('$01#"2#$)&'"912#-$;100$<=<>$?@A$@><@-

YESTERDAY, I 
suggested that you 

might want to wait and see what happens in 
your current situation. But ‘waiting’ and 
‘enduring’ aren’t the same thing. When we 
leave this world, we don’t get points for our 
suffering. Nobody says: ‘Congratulations, 
you’ve spent so many years in the company of 
so-and-so, a notorious grump, therefore you 
get the best pair of wings.’ In fact, it’s more 
likely any judgment is along the lines of:  
‘You wasted 8&+ much precious time dealing 
with that? Don’t be a martyr to a lost cause 
today. Q&#84/:$42$8&7"0"22-$.)$*&($+1/#$:&&6$
/"+23$9100$/&+$)&'$*&('$01#"2#3$4/56"7#83$
)&('5%4/(#"$)&'"912#R$<=<>$?@A$@><>-

LONG-TERM readers 
will know that  

Kahlil Gibran was Jonathan’s favourite poet. 
Continuing that tradition, here’s something 
Gibran wrote: ‘Many a doctrine is like a 
window pane. We see truth through it, but 
it divides us from truth.’ Our beliefs colour 
our views so effectively, we can’t see where 
the colouring has taken place. And if events 
conspire to wash away the hue, by making 
us question our preconceptions, we expand 
the philosophy to allow for the anomaly. 
Watch for your assumptions this weekend. 
S81#K2$4/$#8"$2,*$)&'$*&(T$U"07)(0$701/"#1'*$
104:/%"/#2J$V8"'"$42$:&&6$/"+2$4/$*&('$
01#"2#3$4/56"7#8$)&'"912#-$;100$<=<>$?@A$@><?-

GENTLY, softly, 
quietly, carefully. 

Oh! That sounds almost like a song. Let’s have 
a bit more. Discreetly, diplomatically, 
sensitively, subtly. Well, maybe not a song. 
Maybe not even a poem — I don’t suppose it 
rhymes. But there’s something soothing in 
those words. A comforting touch. There’s a 
feeling of being put at ease, handled with 
care, shown respect, protected from conflict. 
That’s how we all want to feel. So, hold fire. 
Call a truce. Extend that courtesy this 
weekend, and it will be returned with honour. 
;('4&(2$#&$,/&+$%&'"T$V8"'"$42$8"1'#5
+1'%4/:$/"+2$4/$*&('$01#"2#3$4/56"7#83$$
)&('5%4/(#"$)&'"912#-$;100$<=<>$?@A$@><W-

IF YOU 
want to 

cross every line of longitude on Earth, your 
journey will describe a circle of roughly 
25,000 miles — if you start at the equator. If 
you were to go to the North (or South) Pole,  
though, you could simply lift up one leg and 

hop in a circle! A ballet dancer could even 
do a pirouette. People who go to extremes 
can sometimes cover a whole lot less 
ground! Ahead of Mars’ opposition with 
Saturn early next week, don’t push too 
many limits this weekend. X&/K#$)"1'$#8"$
)(#('"-$Y/6"'2#1/6$4#3$"%G'19"$4#$-$-$-$"D"/$
981/:"$4#$4)$*&($+428-$N"1'/$8&+$4/$*&('$
01#"2#$)&'"912#-$;100$<=<>$?@A$@><=-

PEOPLE 
respond  

to love, respect, kindness and good humour. 
They don’t like being shouted at, pushed 
around or criticised. Keen though you may be 
to elicit a reaction from someone, think 
carefully about what kind of reaction you 
really want. Try to be big-hearted, forgiving, 
encouraging and supportive — even if this 
means suppressing the exasperation you feel 
about a person’s behaviour. Ask yourself what 
it is you’re trying to achieve. Remember, you 
don’t just want a result — you want the right 
result. C&(KD"$2&$%(98$#&$0&&,$)&'+1'6$#&-$
I4/6$#8"$4/274'1#4&/$*&($/""6$4/$*&('$01#"2#$
)&('5%4/(#"$)&'"912#-$;100$<=<>$?@A$@>A<-

MARS will 
oppose your 

traditional ruler Saturn early next week. 
That’s your hint. You must stop for a while 
and stand as still as you can. There are, of 
course, many things you can’t stop feeling, 
thinking or doing. Nor should you. Stopping 
often means holding steady, avoiding fresh 
commitment and sticking with what you’ve 
started. Starting again may mean moving 
on as you were before, or even changing 
direction. But first, there must be a phase of 
reflection, followed by a choice. F(99"22$42$
1$%1##"'$&)$1##4#(6"-$M/6$#4%4/:-$!"#$8"07$
+4#8$G&#8$4/$*&('$)&('5%4/(#"$)&'"912#-$
;81/:"$"D"'*#84/:-$;100$<=<>$?@A$@>AA-

THEY say: ‘There’s 
no smoke without 

fire’ — and they may be right. But under some 
circumstances, steam can look a lot like 
smoke, as all who’ve swapped tobacco for 
electronic cigarettes will confirm. These new 
inventions produce something that resembles 
smoke, but is less harmful. With that in mind, 
where in your life might there be a situation 
that, on the surface, appears troublesome, 
yet which could more accurately be 
construed as a constructive process?  
Some illusions are created to inspire. N4D"$
*&('$04)"$#&$#8"$)(00-$V8"'"$42$8"07)(0$16D49"$
1/6$70"124/:$/"+2$4/$*&('$01#"2#$)&('5
%4/(#"$)&'"912#-$;100$<=<>$?@A$@>AE-

ARIES Mar 21 — Apr 20

TAURUS Apr 21 — May 21

CANCER June 23 — July 23

LEO July 24 — Aug 23

VIRGO Aug 24 — Sep 23

LIBRA Sep 24 — Oct 23

SCORPIO Oct 24 — Nov 22

SAGITTARIUS Nov 23 — Dec 21

CAPRICORN Dec 22 — Jan 20

AQUARIUS Jan 21 — Feb 19

PISCES Feb 20 — Mar 20

GEMINI May 22 — June 22

coffeebreakcoffeebreak

Landline calls cost 80p a minute, plus your phone company’s access charge.  
From a mobile phone, dial 87177 (calls cost 65p/min for O2 network, 75p/min for  

all other networks). To report a phone line problem, call 0800 138 9789
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WONDER WOMAN 
BOOKLET & T-SHIRTFREE* 

W
E HAVE teamed 
up with Warner 
Bros Pictures  
and Titan Books 
to offer you a 

FREE* 16-page preview 
booklet of Wonder Woman: 
The Art And Making Of The 
Film, plus a fantastic pullout 
poster of the iconic Wonder 
Woman, for the price of just 
£1.99 postage!
Celebrating the release of 
Wonder Woman next 
Thursday, your booklet will 
take you behind the scenes, 
giving you an exclusive look at 
the breath-taking costumes 
and locations featured in the 
epic new film. PLUS, you can 

DOODLE-DO:

The hidden word is SHEETS

LOTTERY LOTTO:
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© 2017 Warner Bros. Ent. All Rights 
Reserved. TM & © DC Comics

claim a Limited Edition 
Wonder Woman  
Movie T-Shirt, too  
— simply pay  
£3.99 postage.

HOW TO CLAIM 
TO CLAIM your FREE*  
Wonder Woman booklet, 
poster and T-shirt, visit  
www.mediapromos.co.uk/
wonderwoman
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SEE www.dailymail.co.uk FOR OUR PROMOTION TERMS, PRIVACY POLICY AND OPT-OUT. BY RESPONDING TO PROMOTIONS, OFFERS AND COMPETITIONS YOU AGREE THAT THE DAILY MAIL AND OTHER DMGT GROUP COMPANIES MAY CONTACT YOU BY POST OR SMS WITH 
OFFERS OR SERVICES THAT MAY BE OF INTEREST. YOU WILL NOT BE CHARGED FOR RECEIVING SMS MESSAGES AND MAY OPT OUT AT ANY TIME BY TEXTING ‘STOP’ TO THE ORIGINATING NUMBER. PLEASE PROVIDE EMAIL DETAILS IF YOU WISH TO RECEIVE SUCH OFFERS BY EMAIL.

TERMS & CONDITIONS

FOR  EVERY READER
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QUICK QUIZ ANSWERS:  
1 The Beach Boys.  
2 Tuesday’s. 3 Michael 
Buffer. 4 London. 5 Italy.
MINDBENDER ANSWERS:  
1 Seventy-four white 
chocolate brownies.  
2 They may all precede 
Avenue to make song  
titles. 3 Trina Gulliver.  
4 Felix; the others are Top 

Cat sidekicks. 5 Gilmerton, 
Marchmont, Turnhouse.
MASTERQUIZ ANSWERS:  
1 Bill of Rights. 2 Clochemerle.  
3 Mar-a-Lago. 4 Emma 
Watson. 5 Garry Kasparov.  
6 Nafpaktos.
30-SECOND CHALLENGE:  
Beginner: 81 
Intermediate: 37  
Advanced: 195
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CLAIM YOUR GIFTS:

IN CINEMAS 1 JUNE

 
WONDER        WOMANEXCLUSIVE BOOKLET & T-SHIRT FOR EVERY READER
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